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Different regions of the world have had different historical
patterns of emissions of carbon dioxide, other greenhouse gases,
and aerosols as well as different land-use changes. One can estimate
the net cumulative contribution by each region to the global mean
radiative forcing due to past greenhouse gas emissions, aerosol
precursors, and carbon dioxide from land-use changes. Several
patterns stand out from such calculations. Some regions have had a
common historical pattern in which the short-term offsets between
the radiative forcings from carbon dioxide and sulfate aerosols
temporarily led to near-zero radiative forcing during periods of
exponential emissions growth with few emission controls. This
happened for North America and Europe in the mid-20th century
and China in the 1990s and 2000s. However, these same periods
lead to a commitment to future radiative forcing from the carbon
dioxide and other greenhouse gases that stay in the atmosphere
long after the aerosols. For every region, this commitment to future
radiative forcing (2018–2100) from emissions already in the atmo-
sphere is larger than the cumulative radiative forcing to date (1900–
2017). This comparison again highlights how the full radiative forc-
ing from greenhouse gases is unmasked once the aerosol emissions
are reduced to improve air quality. The relative contributions from
various regions to global climate forcing depends more on the time
the contributions are compared (e.g., now or 2100) and future de-
velopment scenarios than on whether cumulative radiative forcing,
ocean heat content, or temperature is used to compare regional
contributions.

cumulative radiative forcing | aerosols | greenhouse gases |
climate change | regional contributions

It is well documented that the increasing greenhouse gases since
industrialization due to anthropogenic activities are the major

drivers of climate change in the 20th and 21st centuries. The
greenhouse gases (GHGs) have been increasing since industri-
alization and this is particularly so for carbon dioxide, a product
of fossil fuel combustion and land-use changes such as defores-
tation. In addition to the GHGs, humans have and will continue
to influence climate through emissions of aerosols and their
precursors. While GHGs trap outgoing infrared radiation and,
thus, lead to a warming, aerosols overall cool the Earth. This
decrease could occur by direct scattering of incoming solar ra-
diation or via increasing clouds and their propensity to reflect
sunlight. Currently, there is some uncertainty regarding the
magnitude of the overall contribution of aerosols to the total net
radiative forcing. But, it is generally agreed that the overall in-
fluence of aerosols has been cooling (1) with an aerosol radiative
forcing of around −1 W m−2.
Climate change at a given point in time is not simply due to the

contribution of GHGs and aerosols at that time, but the history
of the abundances of those species in the atmosphere. Concen-
trations of GHGs persist in the atmosphere subsequent to their
emissions from a decade in case of methane, over a century in
case of N2O, to multiple centuries in case of CO2. Therefore,
emissions of these gases not only enhance the energy retained by
Earth at the time of emissions but also continue accumulating
energy for a long period of time. Aerosols, on the other hand, are

very short lived, on the order of weeks, so that their radiative
influence is essentially simultaneous with their emission time.
The relative emissions of GHGs and aerosols have not been

the same in different regions. One reason is that some regions
have had more emissions from industrial activity than other re-
gions, and in other regions land-use/land-cover change (LULC)
has been an important driver of emissions. Here we explicitly
deal with only the largest component of the latter––the influence
of LULC on CO2. A second, important reason for regional dif-
ferences in emissions is that aerosols (often referred to as par-
ticulate matter, PM) pose a direct health threat to humans and,
hence, have been regulated to various degrees in different parts
of the world as an air-quality/human health issue. Not surpris-
ingly, bad air quality, which was a direct consequence of indus-
trial growth, was first regulated in the developed countries (2, 3).
In contrast, many of the rapidly developing economies in Asia do
not yet have stringent air-quality regulations and the amounts of
aerosol from these countries are large. It is anticipated that these
large aerosol/PM levels are not sustainable over long periods as
society demands cleaner air to breathe.
Previous work (4–10) has examined the contribution of various

nations and developing or developed economies to GHG emis-
sions and to model calculated changes in temperature, sea-level
rise, etc., and discussed the contributions of aerosols as well as
GHGs from various nations to temperature change and ocean
heat content. Others have looked at the global warming poten-
tials (GWP) weighted emissions of various GHGs to evaluate
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responsibility for climate change (e.g., https://www.ucsusa.org/
global-warming/science-and-impacts/science/each-countrys-
share-of-co2.html#.XAb3ONtKhhF), but this will account
only for the GHG emission contributions. Here we emphasize a
temporary offset by aerosol to the total radiative forcing during
periods of exponential emissions growth with few air-quality
controls. Such an offset has occurred for several regions at dif-
ferent times and is likely to occur in other regions. Those periods
of offsetting emissions leave behind a commitment to future warm-
ing, mostly from CO2. We examine the contributions of different
regions using several metrics and find that because of their dif-
ferent industrialization histories, the fraction of the global forcing
ascribed to each region depends more on when the comparison
is made, for example the present day only or including commit-
ments to the future, than on the metric used to compare regions
(see Other Metrics of Future Contributions).

Cumulative Radiative Forcing: Metric to Compare Regional
Contributions to Global Radiative Forcing
There are two reasons that the radiative forcing (F) at a given
time is not a complete measure of the regional contributions to
climate change at that time or in the future. First, the past history
of radiative forcing (RF) attributable to those regions must be
considered to understand changes in temperature and especially
ocean heat content. Second, the contributions “baked in” to the
future by past actions are not included in RF but need to be con-
sidered because long-lived GHGs carry a commitment to future RF.
One measure of sustained contributions to RF is the cumulative

RF, that is, the integral of the time-dependent RF over time. This
metric has certain advantages. Regional contributions to cumulative
RF can be compared without knowing the response of the climate
system, as is necessary for regional contributions to temperature
change. When looking ahead to the future, comparing the cumulative
RF from various regions is analogous to comparing the GWPs of
various GHGs: Both integrate RF over a specified time period.
To elucidate the meaning of the cumulative RF, one can start

with the linearized climate equation (11)

N ≈F − λΔT, [1]

where N is the net flux imbalance, F is the RF, λ is the inverse
climate sensitivity, and ΔT is the change in global mean temper-
ature. Integrating over time and rearranging:

Zt2

t1

Fdt≈ΔE+
Zt2

t1

λΔTdt, [2]

where ΔE, the integral of the net flux imbalance between t1 and
t2, is the energy gained by the Earth, largely by the oceans,
during that interval. Both terms on the right-hand side of Eq. 2
are roughly proportional to ΔT, since for a given depth of heat
penetration into the ocean, ΔE is the product of heat capacity
of the ocean layer and ΔT.
The relative size of the terms on the right-hand side of Eq. 2

depends on the magnitude of λ. In today’s world, the
R
λΔTdt

term is larger than ΔE (12). As ΔT gets larger in the future, theR
λΔTdt term will be even more important compared with ΔE.

Put simply, the cumulative RF represents energy that is either
gained by the Earth (ΔE) or used to maintain the Earth at a
warmer temperature (

R
λΔTdt).

The advantage of cumulative RF is that it does not require
either a knowledge of λ or a model of energy flows to compute
regional contributions, but this is also a limitation. Without
knowing λ one cannot predict the magnitude of the temperature
change and without an energy model one cannot predict its time
response. As Eq. 2 shows, the cumulative RF is closely related to

the integral of the temperature change rather than the maximum
temperature or rate of temperature change, either of which is
arguably more closely related to impacts than is the integral over
time. However, the cumulative RF does not depend on complex
models and can be a useful quantity for comparison of contri-
butions, akin to the concept of GWP or GWP weighted emis-
sions (i.e., GTCO2eq).
One can also estimate the temperature change from a given

time history of RF. Our calculations here use the temporal
kernel method (13). These kernels describe a multimodel mean
response to a step change in RF. Briefly, an arbitrary time history
of RF can be described as a series of small step changes. To the
extent that the climate response is linear, the temperature or
ocean heat content can be computed as a sum of responses to
those step changes. The kernels provide a formal way of com-
puting these changes from model experiments with step changes
in CO2. The kernel method assumes that the temperature re-
sponse to all other forcing agents is proportional to their RF with
the same climate sensitivity as for CO2. Comparing regional
contributions using temperature rather than cumulative RF
brings the comparison closer to impacts but introduces addi-
tional uncertainty since the kernels are derived from global cli-
mate models. Just as regional contributions to cumulative RF are
analogous to GWPs, regional contributions to temperature are
analogous to global temperature change potentials (GTPs), with
many of the same advantages and disadvantages (4, 14, 15). The
tradeoffs when using ocean heat content to compare regional
contributions are intermediate between those for cumulative RF
and temperature change.
We begin our calculations of emissions in 1850, when regionally

apportioned databases for industrial and land-use emissions are
available. We start the integration of cumulative RF (Eq. 2) in 1900.
We choose 1900 as the start since CO2 concentrations exceeded
300 ppm around this time and industrialization accelerated. It
also allows some time for emissions to accumulate before starting
the integration. Because RF was small before 1900 compared
with today, our calculations are not very sensitive to the exact
starting year.

Methods for Regional Contributions to RF
We first estimate the contribution to RF due to emissions from
different regions. We emphasize that we are calculating the
contributions by regions to global RF, not the RF over specific
regions. In the current study, we have divided the world into nine
regions: (i) North America (Canada and United States); (ii)
Western Europe; (iii) Russia and other Eastern Europe; (iv)
China and its immediate surroundings; (v) The Indian Sub-
continent (India and some of its neighbors); (vi) Asia excluding
China (but including South Korea, which is highly industrialized);
(vii ) Middle East and Africa; (viii) Latin America (including
Mexico); and (ix) the Pacific (mostly Japan, Australia, and New
Zealand). These regions correspond to regions and subdivisions
thereof used by the Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP)
scenarios (16). SI Appendix lists the countries in each region. One
could debate this division and it could be changed if one chooses
to do so. For example, former Eastern-bloc countries that are now
in the European Union could arguably be grouped with either
Western Europe or with Russia as economies in transition. In-
deed, one could do an analysis country by country although the
uncertainties for some small emitters would be very large. The
purpose of using regions is to keep the figures and discussion man-
ageable while preserving similarities in geography and economic
development paths.
The RF due to emissions from each region could in principle

be obtained from a regionally resolved emissions inventory along
with knowledge of the atmospheric lifetime and forcing of each
species. In practice, for most gases the concentration history,
from direct atmospheric measurements and from gas trapped
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in firn and ice, is known better than the emission history.
Therefore, in this work we started from the atmospheric concen-
tration history of carbon dioxide and other GHGs. Using the esti-
mated atmospheric lifetimes, we derived an inferred time history of
global emissions that created the observed concentrations. The
inversion process used for CO2, N2O, and CH4 essentially takes
time derivatives so the forcings were smoothed over 7 y before the
inversions. (The emission history of chlorofluorocarbons and re-
lated ozone-depleting gases is well known.) For carbon dioxide,
the global time series of the inferred emissions closely matches
the direct emissions estimates. Other gases also compare well
to the less complete emissions inventories available for them.
We took this extra step of an inferred global emissions history

because it guarantees self-consistency between the emissions,
atmospheric lifetimes, and the known atmospheric concentra-
tions. Otherwise, one might take the emissions from one refer-
ence and the lifetime from another reference and calculate an
RF that was inconsistent with the atmospheric concentrations.
Starting from the concentration history also keeps the calcula-
tions more self-consistent if the airborne fraction of CO2 changes.
However, information to date suggests that the airborne fraction
of CO2 has not changed significantly (17, 18).
For aerosols, there is no record of atmospheric concentrations

comparable to those for CO2, N2O, CH4, and halocarbons. Here
we use literature estimates of the time history of global RF from
aerosols and apportion the forcing by sulfate emissions. Sulfate is
the largest component of anthropogenic change of aerosols but is
not all of it. Apportioning the entire anthropogenic aerosol ef-
fect by sulfur does not mean that other aerosol species are ig-
nored but rather that the regional patterns of their emissions are
assumed to be similar to the regional pattern of sulfur emissions.
This is reasonable since the emitted black carbon, nitrates, and
secondary organics are also often proportional to economic
activity.
Details of the data sources are shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S1.

CO2, N2O, CH4, and halocarbon RFs are from Skeie et al. (19),
with more recent years from the National Oceanic and Atmo-
spheric Administration (NOAA) Global Monitoring Division
(20). Global aerosol forcings, including both direct and aerosol–
cloud interaction effects, are scaled to sulfur emissions from
Smith et al. (21) and Klimont et al. (22), with an average value
of −1.0 W m−2 for the period 1980–2005 (12). Forcings beyond
the last available year from each reference were assumed to be
the same until 2017.
Once time histories of global emissions were derived, the

emissions inventories were used to apportion the global emissions
to each region. National emissions inventories for the GHGs are
from Climate Analysis Indicators Tools (23, 24). CO2 histories go
back to 1850; other emissions histories are available only from
1990. Regional fractions of N2O, CH4, and halocarbons for
1990 were used for prior years. Carbon emissions from land-use
and land-cover changes are from Houghton and Nassikas (25).
National sulfur emissions are from Smith et al. (21) and Klimont
et al. (22). Gas-phase and aerosol species emissions before 1850
were assumed to be zero. RFs for methane and halocarbons were
scaled to make a partial allocation of the forcing from tropospheric
and stratospheric ozone, respectively. Methane is the largest single
contributor to changes in tropospheric ozone (1). The recent RF
of methane changes from about 0.5 to 0.8 W m−2 if one includes
its indirect effects on ozone (26), with a somewhat smaller ozone
forcing in more recent estimates (1, 27). Scaling methane can ap-
proximate just under half of the tropospheric ozone forcing (1).
A simplification implicit in using cumulative net forcing is that

climate change is driven by the net forcing. Although it is a good
first approximation, this is not strictly true: Offsetting forcings
can lead to important changes, particularly in precipitation and
the hydrologic cycle (28, 29).

Calculation of the future commitment due to the emissions
already taken place to date is straightforward. It is essentially due
to gases remaining in the atmosphere in the future. We took the
concentrations of each GHG, computed its forcing going for-
ward in time based on its atmospheric lifetime with no further
emissions, and multiplied the integral of that future forcing by
the fraction of that gas in the atmosphere in 2017 due to emis-
sions from each region (which is not the same as either the re-
gional fraction of 2017 emissions or the regional fraction of total
emissions from 1900 to 2017). Note that the contributions due to
aerosols are zero to the future cumulative RF since they are
essentially gone from the atmosphere after the year in which they
are emitted. We are not including the impact of regional con-
tributions of aerosols or other short-lived forcing agents on the
carbon cycle. We also computed regional contributions for RCP
scenarios until 2100. To make the calculations consistent with
the other inventories, we computed the RCP scenarios in a manner
similar to that for past emissions, i.e., we started with the RCP
forcings, computed the emissions required to get them, then allo-
cated along the RCP regional emissions.
There are numerous uncertainties in the time histories of RF

by various species. Most have little impact on the general results
presented here. Ignoring emissions before 1850 probably un-
derestimates the later RF from Europe, especially from land-use
change that took place in that region. There are of course un-
certainties in the emissions inventories, especially for CO2 from
land-use and land-cover change. The aerosol analysis assumes
that the global mean forcing per unit aerosol emission is inde-
pendent of where the aerosols were emitted. Bellouin et al. (30)
found that the specific RF for sulfur emissions from Europe and
East Asia are within about 50% of the world average. In this
regional discussion, we are not including the relatively small
amounts of RF due to alterations in albedo induced by land-use
changes and we have only a very approximate treatment of the
forcing due to ozone. We estimate the largest uncertainty to be
the time history of global aerosol RF. The effects of some al-
ternate assumptions for aerosol forcings on our calculations are
shown in SI Appendix.

Results and Discussion
Fig. 1 (Top) shows the calculated net RF as a function of year
since 1900 by the entire world. The dark line, which includes all
of the contributions, closely follows Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) evaluations. The other two panels ap-
portion the global RF by region.
Many key features of this figure are worthy of comment. The

calculated changes in the global RF are well documented and
discussed in the literature. The largest changes started around
1970. An inflection is clearly visible in the dark curve that in-
cludes both GHG and aerosol forcing. It is less apparent when
aerosols are excluded. Also evident is that before 1970 the global
net RF was not significantly positive if CO2 from LULC is excluded.
The middle and lower panels show the individual contribu-

tions from each of the nine regions from 1900 to date to the
overall forcing shown in the top panel. Until about 1970, the
contributions of each of the nine regions were less than 0.1Wm−2.
North America, Western Europe, Russia and Eastern Europe,

and China have successively followed a common pattern of near-
cancellation of aerosol and GHG forcing followed by rapid
growth of their net contributions to global forcing (Fig. 1, Mid-
dle). A similar pattern was also followed by the Pacific Rim
countries (Fig. 1, Bottom). There are two conditions for the
RF by aerosols to nearly cancel that by longer-lived gases dur-
ing periods of economic development. First, there must be
few emissions controls on the aerosol pollution. Second, the
long atmospheric lifetime of CO2 means that its RF in a
given year depends on the integrated past emissions. Maintain-
ing a near-cancellation between the forcing from integrated
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emissions of CO2 and the emissions from aerosols at a given time
requires that the emissions follow a pattern that is proportional
to its own integral, i.e., an exponential function. So, an economy
that follows exponential growth with few emission controls can
have near-zero net RF for a period of time. This happened for
North America in the 1950s and 1960s (also for the Pacific re-
gion), for Western Europe slightly after that, and for China in
the 1990s and 2000s. More details for North America and
Western Europe are shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S5. The Indian
subcontinent region may still be in a stage with near-cancellation.
Other areas such as Latin America and other Asia without a
sharp inflection in net RF have strong contributions from LULC
compared with fossil fuel use (Fig. 2).
The near-cancellation of aerosol and GHG RF ends when either

air-quality regulations are imposed on aerosols, aerosol emissions
are limited for another reason, or the region’s economy can no
longer maintain exponential emissions growth. What remains in the
atmosphere is a commitment to future RF that cannot be taken
back without active decarbonization of the atmosphere.

Cumulative Contribution to RF. Fig. 2 shows the net cumulative RF
from the nine regions noted above due to emissions from 1900 to
date. We acknowledge that this figure would be slightly different if
the starting date were changed, say to 1850 or 1950, but the relative
contributions would remain roughly the same. [The y axis is 1
yottajoule, YJ (1024 J). For reference, the total annual electrical
energy consumed globally is currently about 0.00007 YJ (https://
yearbook.enerdata.net/electricity/electricity-domestic-consumptiondata.
html)]. The figure also shows the contribution to future RF by the
emissions that have taken place to date (i.e., no further emissions
after 2017).

It is striking that for all regions, the future commitments up to
2100 from GHGs already in the atmosphere (gray bars) are
larger than the cumulative RF to date (dark bars). The differ-
ences between these contributions to the past and future arise
because the offset due to aerosols is completely absent for the
future as opposed to the past emissions. In addition, the atmo-
spheric lifetime of CO2 is long and there is more time for the
contribution from now until 2100 relative to that up to now since
1970 (when the growth accelerated). The differences are also
evident when we compare China and the Indian subcontinent.
Even though the net contributions to date by these two countries
are similar, the commitment by China until 2100 is much larger
than that of the Indian subcontinent. This is simply because
China has emitted more GHGs, whose effect to date has been
offset by China’s large aerosol contribution.
For those regions such as Latin America that have not had

large cancellations by sulfate emissions, the future commitment
is only slightly larger than the cumulative RF to date. These are
the same regions that have a relatively large contribution from
LULC carbon (compare the right-hand bars).
The region with the largest contribution to the cumulative RF

is North America. Western Europe, other Asia (Japan and Korea),
Eastern Europe (including Russia), Middle East and Africa, and
Central and South America all have contributed roughly equally
to date. Note that the absolute values for regions depends on
how the regions are defined. For example, combining the Indian
subcontinent with other Asia would naturally yield a larger bar
in Fig. 2. The hashed area to the right shows the varied influence
of land-use carbon changes for different regions. The land-use
carbon change makes little difference for western Europe, where
most land-use changes occurred well before 1900. The largest frac-
tional influences due to land use change area for Latin America
and other Asia, where large-scale deforestation has taken place in
the past century. There is significant contribution due to land-use
changes in North America. One reason is that North American
deforestation in the 19th and early 20th century produced CO2
that has been in the atmosphere a long time and hence has con-
tributed significantly to the integrated forcing.
If one parses Fig. 2 by the level of economic development, the

total cumulative RF from Organization for Economic Co-
operation and Development nations (OECD economically de-
veloped countries) is roughly comparable to that from the rest of
the world. On a per capita basis, the OECD forcing is much
larger. We show these in SI Appendix, Fig. S6. More detailed
comparisons between the developed and developing world are in

Fig. 1. (Top) The net RF as a function of year due to combined contributions
of GHGs, land-use carbon changes, and aerosols. The dark solid line is the
global forcing and includes the contributions due to LULC and aerosols. The
dotted line shows the forcing if aerosol forcing were not included. The dashed
line shows the forcing if land-use carbon were not included. (Middle and
Bottom) The portions of the net global mean RF allocated to regions based
primarily on GHG (including land-use carbon emissions) and sulfur emissions
from the nine regions noted in the text. The regions are separated into two
panels to minimize overlap between curves.

Fig. 2. The cumulative contributions to global mean net RF by emissions
from the nine regions of the world. The dark bars on the left side for each
region are the cumulative RF to date due to emissions from 1900 to 2017.
The gray bars above the dark bars are what would be retained by 2100 due
to emissions to date, i.e., what the world has already committed to because
of GHGs that are already in the atmosphere. The hatched bars to the right
are the same quantities without land-use carbon changes.
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Ward and Mahowald (9) and Wei et al. (10). Our findings are
similar to those authors. In particular, we note that the contri-
butions of the developed countries are much larger on a per
capita basis than that by the developing countries.

Other Metrics of Future Contributions. Fig. 2 shows that considering
only today’s RF can be misleading because the commitment to
future RF from GHGs already in the atmosphere exceeds the net
cumulative forcing to date. Fig. 3 shows several metrics (cumu-
lative RF, ocean heat content and temperature) of the regional
contributions to today’s and future climate forcing. (The details
of this calculation are given in SI Appendix.) The regions are
shown as percentages of the global total because that minimizes,
although does not entirely eliminate, the dependence on overall
climate sensitivity. The solid black bars in the Fig. 3 (Top) are
equivalent to the solid black bars in Fig. 2.
The “no emissions after 2017” (second panel from the top) in

Fig. 3 is not intended as a realistic scenario but instead shows
future commitment already baked in due to past emissions. The
bottom two panels show calculations based on the widely used
scenarios presented in the IPCC reports, i.e., the RCPs. Here we
explore the future under two commonly used RCPs––RCP 8.5
when the forcing in 2100 would be 8.5 W m−2 [the so-called
“business as usual” scenario] (16), and RCP-2.6 when the forc-
ing in 2100 would be 2.6 W m−2, which would require major
controls in place (31). One simple message that emerges in Fig. 3
is that the contribution of North America is the largest to date,
irrespective of the metric used. North America’s contribution
remains roughly the same, except for the RCP 8.5 scenario where
China contributes slightly more than North America by 2100.
Some other general conclusions about regional contributions

can be seen by examining the contribution from China in the
various panels. China provides a good example because it has

large and rapidly changing emissions (32) rather than any special
feature of its mix of emissions. In Fig. 3, China’s percentage of
the global total varies much more from the top to bottom panels
than it does for various metrics within each panel. Considering
the top two panels, there is a very large change in China’s con-
tribution if only current conditions are considered or if future
commitments are included, but the various bars for China are
not all that different within each comparison. Considering the
bottom two panels for China, the scenario for future emissions
matters much more than which metric is used to measure the
regional contributions.
The choice of metric to measure regional contributions is

more important for 2017 (Fig. 3, Top) than commitments to 2100
(second from top). Again, using China as an example, the choice
of metric can make about a factor of 2 change to its contribution
to 2017 climate but only a modest change to its contribution to
2100. The reason is that the metrics respond differently to short-
lived climate forcing, especially aerosols, which have a shorter
lifetime than any of the GHGs. In contrast, for percentage
contributions to the commitment to climate forcing it hardly
matters which metric is used. Even by 2100––less than 100 y from
now––most of the already committed climate forcing is from one
species, CO2. In that case, and further into the future, the choice
of metric becomes less important than it is for estimating con-
tributions in the present (4). Beyond 2100, most of the com-
mitted forcing is from CO2 so the percentage contributions of
various regions to cumulative forcing past 2100 is fairly similar to
their percentage contributions to cumulative CO2 emissions.
Overall, Fig. 3 shows that the percentage contribution of each

region to the global climate is strongly affected by two factors:
the pattern of economic development (e.g., RCP 2.6 or 8.5), and
by how commitments to future RF are included. The latter is
analogous to the known dependence of GWPs on the time ho-
rizon used to calculate GWP. In contrast, the choice of climate
variable is less important to the percentage contributions by
different regions.

Features of the Trends in Cumulative RF. Our calculations show the
impact of the offsetting effects of the GHG emissions and
aerosol emissions. As noted in Fig. 1, the difference between the
RF with and without aerosols is roughly 1 W m−2. This contri-
bution, which has significantly offset the GHG contributions in
many regions, can change markedly as air quality is improved,
which is important for health benefits now as well as in the fu-
ture. In the past, net RF has rapidly increased for North America,
the Pacific region, and Europe. China is just recently “breaking
out” as its emissions are not increasing exponentially, and mea-
sures are being taken to control air pollution. Accelerating emis-
sions are required for aerosol cooling to continue to offset the
warming by long-lived GHGs. The accelerating emissions are tied
to both economic growths and any controls that are placed due
to air quality. India is starting to consider air-quality deterioration
and its aerosol emissions are unlikely to continue to accelerate in-
definitely. Therefore, one should expect that India would also break
out to positive cumulative RF in the next decade or two. Of course,
avoiding this pattern could be one of the goals of other regions.
In the future, other regions may experience rapid growth in

their contributions to net RF as air quality is improved. Indeed, if
all emissions (including GHGs) ceased in 2017, global net RF
would be larger than today for 15–20 y until GHG concentra-
tions decayed enough to offset the roughly −1 W m−2 of aerosol
forcing (33). How could the rest of the world avoid the tempo-
rary cancellation/huge commitment scenario followed by North
America, Europe, and China? In the absence of large-scale re-
moval of CO2 from the atmosphere, avoiding the commitment
would require a transition to low-GHG emissions before the
exponential growth/high-pollution pattern rather than first using
a high-GHG economy and then transitioning away from GHGs.

Fig. 3. Metrics of regional contributions to climate forcing now and in
2100. Shown are the estimated contributions to cumulative RF, ocean heat
content, and temperature for today or 2100 under various scenarios.
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One of the differences between cumulative RF and either
ocean heat content or temperature change is the inclusion in
cumulative RF of the energy represented by

R
λΔTdt term. This

term represents the energy that maintained/maintains the Earth
at a warmer temperature. The regional contributions to global
temperature in, for example, 2100, consider only the tempera-
ture in 2100, not keeping the Earth warmer between now and
2100. Because it takes into account the energy needed to
maintain a warmer Earth, the cumulative RF may be a useful
and appropriate measure of future commitments. On the other
hand, the temperature is more closely related to impacts of climate
change than cumulative RF. The same considerations apply to GTP
and GWP metrics: GTP is more closely related to climate impacts
but GWP calculations are simpler and more certain.
The relative contributions of different regions and nations to

the forcing of climate change depends more strongly on what is
included in the comparison and the time frames of the examina-
tion rather than whether the metric is cumulative RF, temperature
change, or ocean heat content. This result is analogous to the

calculation of GWPs for individual climate forcing agents: The
time horizon chosen for the GWP is generally more important
than other details of the way the GWP is defined. One should not
minimize the importance of the metric: Even a few percentage
points in a global contribution might have large economic con-
sequences. But, the time frame of the comparison (e.g., now,
2100, or some other time horizon) and the inclusion or exclu-
sion of future RF from GHGs already in the atmosphere are
much more important to regional contributions than the specific
metric used to compare various regions.
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